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Easy Computer Basics, Windows 7 EditionQue, 2009

	See it done. Do it yourself. It’s that Easy! Easy Computer Basics, Windows 7 Edition  teaches you the fundamentals to help you get the most from your computer hardware and software. Fully illustrated steps with simple instructions guide you through each task, building the skills you need to perform the most common computer tasks....
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SOA-Based Enterprise Integration: A Step-by-Step Guide to Services-based ApplicationMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Foreword by Ray Harishankar, IBM Fellow

"There are many books on the market on the topic of SOA and SOA's business and technology value.  This book focuses on one of the key technical values of SOA and does an excellent job of describing SOA-based application integration by clarifying the relationship and patterns of SOA with other...
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Why Teams Win: 9 Keys to Success In Business, Sport and BeyondJossey-Bass, 2009

	A top sports psychologist reveals the nine keys to winning, in sports or business Success in business is often based on the quality of the teams within the business. Even personal success is often based on a person's ability to work well with others. In Why Teams Win, top sports psychologist Saul Miller reveals the nine key factors that...
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Digital Watermarking: Principles & Practice (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Multimedia Information and Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2001
Digital watermarking is a key ingredient to copyright protection. It provides a solution to illegal copying of digital material and has many other useful applications such as broadcast monitoring and the recording of electronic transactions. Now, for the first time, there is a book that focuses exclusively on this exciting technology. Digital...
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Mobilizing Generation 2.0: A Practical Guide to Using Web2.0 Technologies to Recruit, Organize and Engage YouthJossey-Bass, 2008
Mobilizing Generation 2.0    

    Mobilizing Generation 2.0 is a practical and immediately useful guide for nonprofits, political campaigns, organizers, and individuals who want to better understand how to use Web 2.0 technologies. In easy-to-understand terms, this accessible book describes how readers can leverage new media (blogs,...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Computer Basics (3rd Edition)Que, 2005
Think setting up your new PC is going to be a challenge that you don't have time for? Think again. Absolute Beginner's Guide to Computer Basics, Third Edition can make setting up and learning about your new computer fun and easy. Step-by-step instructions and helpful illustrations will show you...
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The Ultimate Digital Music Guide: The Best Way to Store, Organize, and Play Digital MusicQue, 2012

	Iam a music lover. Big time. My wife and I try to catch at least one or two major shows a month, and I’m an “A Train” member of and frequent visitor to our local jazz club. (That’s the Dakota Jazz Club in Minneapolis, one of the best in the nation.) I have more than 1,700 albums in my music collection, or more than...
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C++ For Artists: The Art, Philosophy, And Science Of Object-Oriented ProgrammingPulp Free Press, 2004
Intended as both a classroom and reference text, this book breaks all molds by being the first book of its kind specifically designed to help readers tap their creative energy to understand and apply difficult programming concepts.

C+ for Artists: The Art, Philosophy, and Science of Object-Oriented Programming takes a refreshing...
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Cheese For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	An accessible guide to selecting, cooking with, and making cheese


	From a pungent Gorgonzola to the creamiest Brie, the world of cheese involves a vocabulary of taste second only to wine.  With the rise of artisanal cheeses, this once humble food made from curdled milk is now haute cuisine. And to make the new world of...
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The Online Rules of Successful Companies: The Fool-Proof Guide to Building ProfitsPearson Education, 2002
In The Online Rules of Successful Companies: The  Fool-Proof Guide to Building Profits, leading Internet entrepreneur Robin  "Roblimo" Miller (developer for Slashdot and Freshmeat Web sites) presents  systematic rules for building the profitability of your business online,  whatever you sell - products,...
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Excavate!: The Wonderful and Frightening World of The FallFaber & Faber, 2021

	
		This is a book about Mark E. Smith and The Fall - or more precisely, their ever-influential world. The Fall were so many things, so many worlds; if you got it (and not everyone did), they represented everything. 

		

		'To 50,000 Fall Fans: please buy this inspired & inspiring, profound & provocative,...
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Outstanding!: 47 Ways to Make Your Organization ExceptionalPutnam Adult, 2010

	
		"Outstanding! hits the nail on the head in every way: Practical content, terrific stories, and an easy read. Miller has provided a road map for organizations to become exceptional--just follow the path laid out. Definitely a must read!"

	--Dave Ramsey, author of Total Money Makeover and host...
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